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Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment
of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of
information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic failure of
the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis
Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project.
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1 Introduction
Bull Outdoor Product’s sells several different types of high-end barbecues ranging from
rolling stands to entire backyard in-home installations. These barbecues can range from $900 to
$2800 depending on what kind of setup you are looking for (Bull Outdoor Products). As a
continuously growing company, Bull Outdoor Products, as well as our sponsors Frank Mello (VP of
Sales and Marketing, Bull Outdoor Products) and Mark Nurredine (President, Bull Outdoor
Products), are looking to take this premium style of barbecuing to a more mobile setup.
As team Straight Grillin’ It, we will be designing a barbecue set-up that meets the
requirement of a “dual purpose barbecue”. This means that it can be used on a vehicles hitch
receiver and as well as a standalone barbecue. We will be adapting one of Bull’s current barbecue
head designs, The Steer, featured in Figure 1 (Bull Outdoor Products). The design requires the
barbecue head to fit on to two different fixtures: one hitch mounted and the other an independent
stand. One of our design criteria will be determining how our fixture will interact with the given
constraints from the Steer barbecue head without further alteration to the original product (Bull
Outdoor Products).
Bull Outdoor Products is the main stakeholder in the project along with the customer who
spends their money on this high quality barbecuing experience. Bull’s marketing of this product is
dependent on the external appearance of our finished product and whether or not it can be sold to
Bull’s customer. Bull’s engineering team is looking for us to create a product that balances low cost,
low overall weight, and is easy to manufacture. All in all, Bull Outdoor Products will be the main
beneficiary of this project, because this dual purpose barbecue will extend their market base and
increase sales of their high end barbecuing products.
In this report, we will present our final designs. First, we will present our findings regarding
different standards and the requirements created in collaboration with our sponsor. We will then be
discussing the conceptual models that were developed from our ideation sessions. Next, we will
present our methodology of how we chose our top solutions for each problem, and how we
narrowed it down to the final design. Lastly, the final design will be broken down into certain
aspects of the design we saw as critical components that we needed to analyze further.

Figure 1: Bull Outdoor Products Steer model barbecue
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2 Background
In this section, we will be discussing the research we have conducted to better understand
our design problem. The biggest milestone for us as a design team was to understand the culture that
we were designing for. Bull Outdoor Products is known for selling high quality, costly barbecue
sets and outdoor kitchens. Our final product has to incorporate that same appeal of a high quality
design. This next section details some of the vehicle standards that the design has to incorporate, the
most popular competitor barbecues that are currently on the market, and our investigation into what
is truly desired at a tailgating event.

2.1 Standards and Constraints
The first step taken was to look at the different standards already in place. This includes
looking up specifications for different aspects that will affect our design such as the width of cargo
doors, the sizing of standard hitches, accelerations, and vibrations experienced while driving.
2.1.1 DMV Requirement – Hitch mount assemblies
According to the DMV for California, you are required to post an orange square flag on the
extended apparatus for any cargo that extends more than four feet from the vehicle while driving.
This will be another consideration that we have to include in our design, and we are trying to avoid
the use of the external flag on the barbecue head. Please refer to DMV’s California Driver
Handbook for regulation citing.
2.1.2 Cargo Door Dimensions
For the hitch mounted design, we needed to consider certain rear vehicle geometries to
determine the range in which the barbecue can be moved. After researching several different vehicle
models on an online database (the car connection), we found that the minimum side clearance for
the barbecue is approximately three feet from the center for the majority of vehicle (see Table 1). If
an extension from the rear of the vehicle is to be considered, the length of the hitch beam will need
to exceed three feet.
Table 1: Cargo Door Width and Height for different vehicle models

Vehicle Model Cargo Door Width (in) Cargo Door Height (in)
Hummer H3
42.1
36.4
Lexus RX300
46.7
33
Ford Escape
43.2
33.5
Jeep Patriot
45.1
27.4
Mazda CX-9
47.3
31.7
Subaru Outback
42.6
29.7
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2.1.3 Hitch Receiver Standards
The customers purchasing our barbecue system may own a wide variety of vehicles which
all come with their own standardized hitch receivers. From our research (etrailer), we found that
there are four different classes of trailer hitches which are shown in Figure 2. Class I and II have an
inner receiver dimension of 1.25 inches by 1.25 inches, and Class III and IV are 2 inches by 2
inches (etrailer). The rating weight for each class is categorized in maximum trailer weight and
maximum tongue weight. Maximum trailer weight is referred to as the maximum weight that the
hitch receiver can tow. The maximum tongue weight refers to the maximum weight that can be
suspended from the hitch receiver without any ground supports. The tongue weight ratings for each
class are listed below in Table 2 (etrailer).

Table 2: Max Tongue Weights for the four different vehicle classes

Maximum Tongue Weight
Class
Weight Rating
I
100 -250 lbs
II
200 -300 lbs
III
300 - 600 lbs
IV
500 - 1200 lbs

Figure 2: Standard hitch dimension for commercial vehicles

2.1.4 Acceleration and Deceleration of Vehicles
Acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle is another dynamic loading case that can put
unpredictable stress on our hitch mounted design. Our findings (The Engineering Tool Box) show
many of the exotic/super sports cars’ acceleration to be around 34ft/s2 (see Figure 3). The normal
deceleration is around the same value. As for the sudden impact of the vehicle, we have determined
that the deceleration to be around 30g’s (Fundamental Principles for Vehicle/Occupant Systems).
This will be taken into consideration when considering the modes of failure of the design, in order
to cause the least amount of damages from a catastrophic event such as a vehicle collision.
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Figure 3: Exotic Vehicle Acceleration vs. Time
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2.1.5 Vehicle Vibration Frequency on the Road
Dynamic forces from different road conditions are a design concern that has to be
accounted for in the hitch mounted design. We located a study done by R.G. Longoria from the
Department of Mechanical Engineering at The University of Texas in Austin that predicts a range
of frequencies from 0 - 25 Hz on normal road surfaces. If calculations show that the natural
frequency of our hitch mounted design and barbecue combination is within this range then we
will need to make design adjustments to ensure the structure does not start resonating as it is
being driven.

2.2 User Interface Research
The success of this project is highly dependent on how well the users of this product
enjoy using it. To understand what it is that the users want we researched different topics and
aspects related to the project including the following: previous senior projects, the tailgating
barbecue market, the height of existing barbecues, and interviews with people tailgating.
2.2.1 Senior Projects
In the start of our research, we investigated past senior projects that Bull Outdoor
Products has sponsored. We found only one senior project, “Barbeque Grill Temperature
Distribution Design Improvement” that dealt with the evaluation of two of Bull Outdoor
Product’s existing barbecue heads for their temperature distribution fields with two different fuel
sources, propane and natural gas. From this data, they would offer up any design considerations
for how they could change their barbecue head design to get more even temperature distribution
on the barbecue surface.
Since this senior project dealt mainly with developing a test fixture and the internal
components of the barbecue, we gained no insight as to the aesthetic appeal of Bull Outdoor
Products. Our product’s image is a priority to us to ensure that our design conveys the same
image as the company does with their current line of products.
2.2.2 Tailgating Barbecue market
While researching current options already on the market we found three different
products that achieved the same “dual purpose” function that we were tasked with for our
project. Each of these designs has features that stood out to us and influenced our later designs.
We compared these different models and ranked them based on our engineering requirements,
which can be seen in Appendix A. This was useful for us in deciding what features would be the
most beneficial.
The first barbecue that we found was the “Margaritaville” (The Green Head). Pictures of
the actual barbecue and it’s setup to a vehicle are shown in Figure 4 and 5.
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Figure 4: Margaritaville tailgating barbecue

Figure 5: Margaritaville mounted to a vehicle.

At 91 pounds, this barbecue is small relative to the other two competitor’s designs (see
Table 3) (Deals2Buy). It has a pivot arm that allows it to swing to the side of the vehicle, as well
as a latch and pin adjustment to fix the barbecue in position when you need to drive with it
attached to the hitch receiver. The barbecue head itself has built in legs so that you can put the
head on a table if you wish to cook there. Reviews of this barbecue show that customers like this
barbecue for its ease of use, barbecuing capabilities, and its style (Amazon). We used this type of
barbecue to set the design criteria for the number of joints our fixture will have, the degrees in
which the barbecue can articulate, and the overall weight for the setup (Appendix A).
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Another option is the “Party King Barbecues” which, like the Margaritaville setup, can be
attached to a trailer hitch. This barbecue is shown below in Figure 6 (Party King Barbecues).

Figure 6: Party King barbecue model MVP-8612 with full sized propane tank.

This barbecue is able to extend far away from the vehicle so that you are not anywhere
close to your vehicle when you are cooking. The distance the barbecue is away from the vehicle
requires it to use ground supports to ensure the square pipe doesn’t bend. Customer reviews talk
of its power when barbecuing steaks and its ease of use (About). The main design criteria taken
from this design was the distance from the hitch that the barbecue head was attached, because the
farther away you suspend the barbecue head, the more likely you are to need ground support,
which does fit into our design criteria (Appendix A).
The “Outdoor Mobile Kitchen” from “GoGalley.com” is the third option we considered
for our “dual purpose” type barbecue. This barbecue is shown in Figures 7 and 8 (GoGalley).

Figure 7: The GoGalley portable barbecue attachment system.
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Figure 8: The GoGalley after it has been completely folded out.

It is by far the largest and is actually a full sized barbecue that attaches to a mechanical
jacking system on the trailer hitch for taking it to different locations. The drawbacks to this
barbecue are the size and cost (see Table 3). Also, not all vehicles would have the capabilities to
transport this barbecue.
Table 3: Design parameters for each of the barbecue styles
Margaritaville G1000

Cost ($)

Material of Constrution

199.99

Porcelain-coated Steel

21.4 X 29.5 X 21.4

20,000

91

Stainless Steel

27.25 X 21.75 X 20.75

34,500

85

32.5 X 41 X 49

48,000

350

25 X 20.625 X 22.125

30,000

94

SWING'N SMOKE MVP694.99
9200 GRILLS

GoGalley Eagle 100 Grill 1899.00 Steel, Porcelain and Aluminum
Bull Outdoor Steer Grill
957.00
(barbecue head only)
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2.2.3 Height of barbecues
The height in which the barbecue surface fits was a critical component to define because
it affects how the user would be able to interact with both of our designs. To accomplish this,
we went to Home Depot and took measurements of the heights of the barbecues available. We
found that even though there were a wide variety of barbecues available, they were all at a very
similar height. The range of barbecue heights we found was 29” to 37” in height measured from
the floor to the barbecuing surface. The barbecues measured varied between the inexpensive
charcoal barbecues to the 40,000 BTU, stainless steel WEBER.
In order to validate this wide range of data, we compared it to human geometry to see if
there was any correlation. To barbecue comfortably, we determined the barbecue surface should
be below the elbow to avoid uncomfortable or awkward movements. We located a study that
showed the lowest 5th percentile of women had an elbow height of 37 inches (roymech.co.uk).
While this is a study of British people, and not of Americans, the study also says that the heights
for Americans are slightly higher. This data combined with the earlier mentioned measurements
from Home Depot, allowed us to choose a height of 37 inches from the barbecue surface to the
ground as an engineering requirement.
2.2.4 Interviews
As part of the team’s research, we went to a tailgating event at a Cal Poly football game
and interviewed some of the participants. The goal of this exercise was to get real opinions from
people who actually go to tailgating events and could potentially be using this product in the
future. When talking to the participants we first asked them what they liked and/or disliked about
their current barbecue setup. After that, we showed them pictures of the different competitor’s
options seen in Figures 4-8 and asked their opinions on these barbecues. From these interviews,
the most desirable feature seemed to be a quick setup and breakdown time. When they get to the
game, they want to be ready to barbecue in just a few minutes. When the time comes to actually
go in to the game, they want a quick and easy breakdown time. This desired feature led us to
create one of our engineering requirements of having a setup time of less than 5 minutes.
Talking to people at the game did not give us as many helpful engineering requirements
as we had hoped; it did, however, give us a better understanding of what it is that people are
wanting out of the tailgate barbecue. Since a lot of the people are already using the same
barbecue they use while at home, our design should make the process easier and simpler to use.
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3 Design Development
Our main method of ideation for the final concept of our design was to draw as many
different designs of the barbecue as possible. Through this ideation session, it became apparent
that a third design would be needed to assist with the transition between the hitch mounted
design and the stand design. This “intermediate frame” would be attached to the bottom of the
barbecue and would allow for the barbecue to be moved from either component relatively
quickly.

3.1 Objectives
Our task is to retrofit an existing barbecue head from Bull Outdoor Products into a
system that incorporates the versatility of a tailgating experience along with the comfort of using
the same barbecue in your own backyard.
To complete this task, we have built a list of customer and engineering requirements as
well as Frank’s input on the requirements of the barbecue, and turning those qualitative and
quantitative inputs into physical requirements for the barbecue setup. An entire list of the
customer and engineering requirements that have been agreed upon by our sponsor can be seen
in Appendix A.
The first customer requirement would be the assembly of the tailgating design. A
common requirement that we saw was that the assembly and disassembly of the barbecue be as
quick as possible so that they could be ready to watch the game when it was close to game time.
We set a quantitative goal of under five minutes for disassembly as a good basis for when we
conduct testing with our models. Transportability was defined as the ability to have the tailgating
assembly travel safely with you on the back of your vehicle without it falling off. A customer
requirement that has been our sponsor’s focus has been that the design has a “premium and
beefy” look. Our interpretation of this description is that our final product will emit the image of
other Bull’s products that glimmer with shiny stainless steel finishes that have simple exteriors,
and be more than strong enough to hold the weight of the barbecue head. Some of the other
customer requirements involve the visibility of the license plate when the vehicle is in motion.
Our final customer requirement is that the barbecue be made for “dual purpose” functionality.
The main goal for the design is dependent on the ultimate tailgating setup we choose, but
whatever it ends up being, we have to make it adaptable for a static ground support fixture.
Using the customer requirements listed above as well constraints we came up with based
on viewing other similar designs and patents; we were able to create engineering requirements
that we could analyze quantitatively. The first was the distance from the hitch receiver that the
barbecue could be suspended. The farther away we suspend our barbecue from the vehicles
support, the more susceptible we are to damaging the vehicles rear axle during ground
transportation and bending the support structure. We quantified the entire weight of the barbecue
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plus its subassembly attached to the hitch receiver to weigh less than 200 lbs. This will ensure
that the subassembly doesn’t weigh more than the barbecue itself. A design criterion given to us
by Frank Mello was that the final product will be made out of 304 Stainless Steel. Other design
criteria were geometric constraints to how much the barbecue could swivel in the horizontal
plane (limited to 150 degrees), what the height of the barbecue cooking surface should be,
spacing of a 1 inch gap between any parts that pass over top of each other to avoid pinch points,
and simplifying the design by maximizing the amount of swiveling joints it can have to three.
Table 4: Compliance Matrix based on customer and engineering requirements

Engineering Requirements
Distance from Hitch Receiver
Weight Limit on end
304 Stainless Steel
150 Degree Swivel
Grill Surface Height
# of Joints
No Pinch Points
Production Cost
Weld Bead
Grease Tray Temperature
Cool Down Time
Diam and Width of Wheel
Buckling Load of Stand
Length of Legs

Compliance Matrix
Value
Tolerance
2.5"
2.5" < x < 6"
200 lbf
± 20 lbf
n/a
possibly steel
150˚
± 5˚
38"
± 3"
3
x >3
1"
x > 1"
100
± $20
10mmx10mmx160mm Greater Volume
125˚F
x < 125˚F
30 mins
± 15 mins
D: 6" W: 3.5"
D: ± 1" W: ± 0.5"
500 lbf (per leg)
± 100 lbf
21"
± 3"

Risk
H
L
L
M
M
M
H
L
M
M
M
M
H
H

Compliance
A
A, T
S, A
T, I
I, T, S
A
S, A, T
A, S
A, T, I
A, T
A
T, S, A
A, T
A, T

Inserting our engineering requirements into the compliance matrix (Appendix A), we
gave a quantifiable number for both the value and the tolerance for each requirement. We also
gave a conservative evaluation for our Risk and Compliance categories. For the value category,
we have set an optimum number for each engineering requirement. This optimum number is the
value that we will try to achieve with our design. For example, the distance from the hitch
receiver requirement is set to be 2.5 feet. Therefore, this is the distance that we want to aim for in
our final product. For the tolerance, we set a range for the number specified in the value to fall
in. As for the distance from hitch receiver, we have set this range from a minimum of 2.5 feet to
a maximum of 6 feet. Again, this is a very conservative range for our product to fall into. The
risk category is based on high, medium, and low risk factors and uses a conservative approach in
our labeling. If the distance of the barbecue while fully extended from the hitch receiver is
greater than 6 feet, there is a chance of permanently deforming the beam. Worst case scenario,
the barbeque head might fall off during transportation and the barbecue will tumble down the
road and crash into another moving vehicle. Therefore, we gave a high for the risk assessment,
because the end result would be catastrophic. The compliance section shows the ways in which
we will verify our design meets the specified criteria and tolerance. We put A (Analysis), T
(Test), I (Inspection) and S (Similarity to Existing Designs). For example, the distance from the
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hitch receiver requirement has an A assigned to it, this is because we think the best way to design
the beam is through analysis which will tell us the optimum wall thickness and length of the
beam.

3.2 Concepts
In this section we will be detailing the different concepts that closest fit the design
requirements that we have assessed. All of the concepts incorporate three key components: a
structure that can be attached to a vehicle’s hitch receiver, an intermediate frame that assists with
transitioning the actual barbecue head, and a portable stand that can hold the barbecue head.
3.2.1 Slide On/Stand

Figure 9: Intermediate Frame concept

The slide on design was created because we wanted to consider an easier method of
attaching the heavy barbecue head to our two different structures. The problem that stood out
with moving the barbecue head from the hitch mounted design to the stand design was that it is
hard to lift a 100lb object and set it down with precision. The slide on design’s goal is to help fix
that issue. It is much easier to slide a 100lb object than it is to lift it up. Fig. 9 above shows the
concept model based on several preliminary sketches.

Figure 10: Stand concept
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The curved stand design was inspired by researching and looking at “modern BBQ’s”
and “futuristic BBQ’s”. Many of these barbecues incorporated a combination of simplicity and
curves to create an aesthetically appealing barbecue. This design was an attempt to create
something similar that would fit in with our sponsor’s requirement of having an aesthetically
pleasing barbecue. Figure 11 below is the closest existing patent that we were able to find.

Figure 11: Closest relating patent to the curved stand design

3.2.2 Hydraulic/Telescopic
The Hydraulic design was created because we wanted to consider devices that could
allow the user to change the height of the barbecue to whatever height is desired. The Bull Steer
Barbecue head weighs 94 lbs, and would be difficult to lift, even with two people. The goal of
this concept is that one person can roll the barbecue on top of the hydraulically powered hitch
unit then use the hydraulic jack to lift the barbecue head off the ground to the desired height with
ease. Figure 12 is the conceptual prototype of the hydraulic and telescopic legs design.

Figure 12: Hydraulic/Telescopic Conceptual Prototype
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The Telescopic Leg concept was developed because we wanted to keep the stand on the
same assembly as the hitch receiver unit. The legs of the telescopic leg design can be
permanently attached to the frame and folded away while on the road. This particular concept is
important to our stand design overall because it illustrates the need to make the design
collapsible, as opposed to one solid piece. In our patent search we were not able to find a
hydraulic lift barbecue design, but we were able to find a stand that incorporates detachable legs.
This design is shown below in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Patent for a detachable leg design

3.2.3 Set Height/Scissor Top
The Set Heights design was driven by the varying hitch receiver heights that we
measured on different vehicles. Between the vehicles with the lowest and highest hitch receiver
height, there was approximately a 10” gap. In order to give the user of the hitch mounted design
the ability to adjust for that height variation, it comes equipped with two different sized members
so that you can adjust the height at which your barbecue sets at for those two extremes of vehicle
height. While this design is simplistic, the design can very accurately give the user two (or more)
acceptable height ranges to pre-set their BBQ at. Also listed in Figure 14 below is a patent that
closest resembles the set heights concept.

Figure 14: Prototype Wooden Version of the “Set Height” Design vs. Actual Prototype vs. Similar Patent
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This Hitch design was coupled with what we are calling a “Scissor Top” design. From
viewing several patents of collapsible barbecue designs, all of them employed a scissor-lift
method of folding up the barbecue set. Our team wanted to investigate the possibility of
collapsing the top surface where the barbecue platform resides to see the practicality of this
design. This design requires very few components, would be spacious, and have a very low cost.
However, it is not suitable for any sort of wheels because having four independent wheels would
not be conducive to providing stability. Searching for this particular setup through the patents
database, the closest relation was a design where the barbecuing surface and the structural
support were the two sub components of the barbecue.

Figure 15: Prototype wooden version of the “Scissor Top” design vs. Actual Prototype vs. Similar Patent

3.2.4 Swivel/Platform
In our review of current tailgating barbecue sets, the Margaritaville grill seemed to be the
most popular tailgating grill. Although none of our conceptual analysis favored the aspect of a
swinging barbecue head, we wanted to include it as a design possibility due to its former
popularity with the tailgating community. The one major aspect that this swivel design would
have to account for would be the immense weight of the Steer barbecue head relative to the
Margaritaville version.

Figure 16: Similar Patent for the Margaritaville vs. Actual Prototype
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Since the Margaritaville did not have a similar stand design requirement to our project,
we came up with our own design. This design incorporates a platform frame along with a bulky
design. This stand design has two platform sections that have 4 supporting struts. These struts
can be removed from the two platform sections and folded into them to form an easy to transport
carrying case. The design is sturdy, collapsible, and portable on the ground. However, the
assembly could be a problem due to the number of components relative to other designs. A
picture of the prototype for this design can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Collapsible Stand Prototype

3.3 Design Matrices
We have created multiple decision matrices in order to determine the most favorable
concept from each of our designated design categories. The matrices compare each concept to
the relative customer needs and/or engineering specifications. Our last column is our datum,
which we designated as the “customer-favorite” concept. A “+1” would be assigned if the
concept is better than the datum. A “-1” would be assigned if the concept is worse than our
datum. Finally, a “0” would be assigned if the concept was equivalent to our datum. The weight
factors were assigned according to which design criteria we felt were the most important. The
most important factor in each of the tables was given the highest weight factor. The weight factor
was then multiplied by its score relative to the datum (+1, 0, -1) for each of the categories and
then summed at the bottom. The design with the highest total was then considered our “best”
design according to our requirements. This method allowed us to objectively quantify how well a
particular design fits our criteria.
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3.3.1 Stand Designs
Table 5: Decision Matrix for the four different stand designs

Weight Telescopic Scissor
Factors
Leg
Top
Portability
5
1
1
Safety (Pinch Point)
6
0
0
Aesthetic appeal
7
1
1
Wheels
4
0
0
Ease of Use (Deployment)
8
-1
1
Alteration on Barbecue Head
1
1
1
Weight
2
1
1
TOTALS:
33
7
23
(-1, 0, +1)

Curve
Leg
0
1
1
1
1
1
-1
24

Platform
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The design matrix for the different stand ideas showed two designs that stood out above
the rest. Both the scissor top and the curved stand designs had strong results when compared to
the datum due to their portability and the overall look of the design. The datum in this case was a
platform design that an employee at Bull’s had previously mocked up for holding the barbecue
head. It was a very simple design consisting of a flat piece of metal with thicker sides where it
could be bolted to the barbecue head. The scissor top had a couple of drawbacks to it that stood
out, namely, the safety issue arising from potential pinch points. With safety having such a high
weight factor, this drawback hurt its overall score as well as the lack of wheels. The biggest
issues for the curved stand design are the portability and the weight of the barbecue.
3.3.2 Hitch
Table 6: Design Matrices for the four different hitch designs

Weight
Factors
Swivel/Rotate
2
Safety
5
Lockable
3
Aesthetic (Beefy and Premium)
6
Assembly
7
Height Adjustable (Incorporate Individual)
4
Weight
1
TOTALS:
28
(-1, 0, +1)
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Hydraulic
-1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
8

Set
Slide On
Heights
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
22
17

Swivel
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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This design matrix compares the three different hitch mounted designs to the swivel
design of the Margaritaville. The swivel design is made of two circular tubes with a simple joint
that can be rotated in and out. The Set Heights and Slide On stand out as better designs than the
Hydraulic design. This is because we believe that the simplicity and user interface of these two
concepts separate themselves from the stationary, vertically loaded swivel.
3.3.3 Frame Designs
Table 7: Design Matrices for the four intermediate frame designs

Weight
Factors
1
4
5
7
6
3
2
28

(-1, 0, +1)
Weight
External attach
Safety
Ease of Use
Aesthetic (Beefy and Premium)
Alteration on Barbecue Head (Extra)
Ease of Release
TOTALS:

Rectangular
Tubes
0
0
-1
0
1
0
0
1

Curve
-1
0
-1
0
1
0
0
0

Slide

Plate

1
0
1
1
1
-1
1
18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The frame design matrix is for the different intermediate frame ideas that were generated
and prototyped. Since we want to avoid altering the barbecue head, we decided that creating an
intermediate frame would be the best approach to making a versatile barbecue that can be
attached to some type of hitch assembly and a stand assembly. This matrix really shows the slide
on feature as having the highest score due to its difference in assembly technique. The only
downfall was the potential for needing to alter the barbecue head.
3.3.4 Fastening Mechanisms
Table 8: Design Matrices for the possible fastening mechanisms that we can use

(-1, 0, +1)
Reliability
Ease of Use (User Friendly)
User Error (Auto/Manual)
Number of Components
Machinability
Feed Back (Feel or Sound)
Safety
TOTALS:
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Weight
Factors
2
4
1
6
5
3
7
21

Spring
Pin

Pin (R-clip)

Screw

Key
Lock

1
1
1
0
0
1
0
10

1
1
0
0
0
1
1
16

0
0
-1
0
-1
0
0
-6

0
-1
-1
-1
0
1
1
-1

Torsion
Magnets Spring
Latch
-1
0
0
1
1
1
0
-1
0
0
1
1
-1
-1
-5
-5

Bolt
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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The fastening mechanism is referring to the way we would actually attach the
intermediate frame to the hitch mounted design and the stand design. Safety is weighted the
highest because failure of this component would have the most serious consequences. The pin
attachment is one of only two that was rated higher than the bolt in this category.
3.3.5 Selection Conclusion
Our idea generation concluded with the decision matrices indicating which designs would
best meet the customer’s needs and our engineering specifications. The matrices showed that the
curved stand design is best option for the stand design, the Set Heights is best for the hitch
mounted design, the Slide On method is best for the frame design, and the Pin and R-clip are our
best choices for fasteners. These combined concepts will be developed in the next section where
we chose our final design.

3.4 Pre-Design Analysis
3.4.1 Cantilever Beam Stress and Deflection
This cantilever beam analysis gave us an idea of the approximate size and strength that
the cantilever beam for our hitch mounted design needs to incorporate. The graphs and figures
for all of the following results can be found in Appendix E. First, we did a sample calculation of
a two inch by two inch cantilever beam with a wall thickness of 0.25 inches and a concentrated
load on the end. We compared the stress and deflection to our validated 2D (Figure 42) and 3D
model (Figure 43) in Abacus. As can be seen from Table 12, the hand calculation value and
validation models are in the same magnitude which serves as a verification of the models
accuracy. By implementing different standard square beam wall thickness and total loads into
Abacus, we can find the stress and deflection of each set up. The 36 inch by 20 inch notation
means 36 inches on horizontal length and 20 inches on the vertical axis. The 150 lbf loading
condition simulates a static loading condition. To simulate the dynamic loading while driving,
we overestimated the total load and used a load of 300 lbf. Looking at the stress value, we want
the value to be less than 42 ksi for yielding purposes. If the value exceeds this number, the beam
will be permanently deformed. As for the deflection, we want the value to be less than -0.5
inches, because a number larger than -0.5 inches will create a deflection angle of about one
degree which makes it noticeable to the customer.
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3.5 Final Concept Design:
The final design concept for our project was considered based on the results of our design
matrices, considering our sponsor’s recommendations, and our research that we conducted on our
own. Below is a description of the concept we chose for each sub-category of our design.
3.5.1 Stand
The stand design that our sponsor wants us to pursue further is the curved stand design.
Our sponsor favors this design for its potential marketability based off of its futuristic, curvy
look. There does need to be an important change in the design before it is finalized in that it
needs to be collapsible or have some way of making it easier to transport in the back of a car.

Figure 18: Solidworks concept for Stand Design

3.5.2 Hitch mounted design
Our final hitch assembly concept most resembles the Margaritaville swivel design. The
critical feature for the hitch that our design needs to incorporate is a way for it to swing out to the
side or extend far enough from the back to allow for clearance of a tailgate or rear door. Strength
concerns with the rotary and linear components of this design will require further analysis and
testing to ensure the safety.

Figure 19: Solidworks concept for hitch mounted design

3.5.3 Intermediate Frame
The intermediate frame needs to be adaptable between the stand and hitch designs. As of
now the one that stood out the most was the “Slide On” frame due to it being very user friendly
and fairly cheap and simple for manufacturing purposes. It also fits in with our sponsor’s desire
to have design that allows for simple interchanges between the stand design and the hitch design.
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4 Final Design Details
After further design work and several revisions of the original designs, we created three
final designs that incorporated the specifications we originally laid out and took into
consideration the input from our sponsor. A summary of the three main components, as well as
overall concerns for each subcomponent made, can be seen in their respective sections below.

Material Selection
Every barbecue and stand that Bull creates is made of 304 grade stainless steel, so the
calculations are performed using material properties of 304 grade stainless steel. However, since
304 Stainless Steel is expensive and can be difficult in terms of manufacturing, the prototype will
be made out of 4130 Chromyl steel instead of 304 grade stainless steel. This will help conserve
our budget and allow us more time for testing instead of rushing to manufacture the prototypes.
By using Chromyl steel, we assume the system to be slightly overdesigned, since the material
properties of 4130 Chromyl steel are superior compared to 304 grade stainless steel, and we
sized it based on the strength criteria of 304 stainless steel.

Maintenance and Repair Considerations
Approximately 60% of the parts ordered to create our prototype are standardized parts
that can be bought at your local hardware store. This makes it easy for the customer or even Bull
Outdoor Products to make a quick repair on certain load bearing components of the design. The
only independent mechanical device that will not be fabricated is the hydraulic unit, and it will
be in its own housing on the hitch mounted design. The frequency that this design is suggested to
be used is about 6-8 times a year and therefore, the unit will require little to no maintenance.

Design Specifications Checklist
Table 9: Pass or Fail of our predetermined design specifications

Requirements
Engineering Requirements
Distance from Hitch Receiver
Weight Limit on end
Grill Surface Height
# of Joints
No Pinch Points
Production Cost
Weld Bead
Grease Tray Temperature
Cool Down Time
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Value
Tolerance
Test
2.5"
2' < x < 6'
Measure
200 lbf
> 200 lbf
Weight
38"
± 2"
Measure
3
>3
Count
1"
x > 1"
Observe
100
± $20
Calculation
10mmx10mmx160mm Greater Volume
Observe
125˚F
x < 125˚F
Measure
30 mins
± 15 mins
Measure

Pass?
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
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4.1 Hitch Mounted Design
4.1.1 Abstract
The significant change in the design compared to our concept was the addition of a
hydraulic bottle jack to allow for the height of the grill surface to be altered. The height being
adjustable is a critical design aspect that allows the barbecue to slide from the hitch mounted
design to the cart design with lifting the barbecue. The hydraulic unit that was chosen has six
inches of height adjustment to allow for the two designs to line up when the ground surface and
the hitch receiver height vary. In Figure 20, the final hitch mounted model is shown in its locked
position while being transported on the road.

Figure 20: Final hitch mounted design with barbecue head attached.

In this final model, the hinge was modified so that the hinge position could be locked in 4
different positions: 0°, 60°, 120°, and 180°. Figure 21, shows the design opened up to an angle of
60 degrees. Another added feature to the final design was the rubber stopper, which was added to
make sure the lever arm of the hitch design does not slam close and kept the hinge parallel
during transport.
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Figure 21: Final hitch mounted design in an opened position

Figure 22 shows an up close view of the latching mechanism used to keep the swing arm
of the hitch in the closed position while driving down the road. This latch is chosen for the ease
of use and its ability to being locked with a small key lock during transportation.

Figure 22: Final hitch mounted design showing latching mechanism

Figure 23 shows the hinge configuration that allows for the hitch to swing open
and to be locked in 4 different positions from 0 to 180 degrees. The bolt sizing was important for
this feature due to the large bending moment incurred when the hitch is in the fully opened
position. The sizing calculations for this bolt can be seen in Appendix E.
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Figure 23: Detail rendering of the hinge design

4.1.2 Design Considerations
Geometry

We have determined that the appropriate height for the barbecue surface to be at for both
designs was between 37-38 inches. The hitch mounted design has four inches of adjustability
(two inches upward and two inches downward) to raise and lower the barbecue head. This is
essential to when you want to transfer the barbecue from one design to the other. The hitch
mounted design had an additional constraint of being at least three feet away from the vehicle
when grilling. Both of these distances are illustrated in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Geometry limitations with the hitch mounted design
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Abacus

We have determined certain material thicknesses and structural geometry that would
mitigate the stress and deflection in highly stressed areas, while keeping the cost as low as
possible for the hitch mounted design. The analysis was conducted with 304 grade stainless steel
as our design material, but our prototype would be made out of 4130 Chromyl steel. The material
properties of 4130 Chromyl steel are superior compare to the 304 grade stainless steel so we
should see less stress and deflection on critical in our prototype. One of the areas of concern for
us in this design is the tabs which act as the hinge. When the design is open 180 degrees and a
300 lbf load (our design loading case) is applied to where the barbecue sits, this tab shows a
stress of 32 ksi, which is a fairly small factor of safety for this particular design (nearly 1.2 for
304 Stainless Steel and 2.0 for 4130 Chromyl). This area of the design will be under much
scrutiny during our testing phase.
Vibration with the Hitch Mounted Design

It was asked of us that the hitch mounted design be made transportable with the owner’s
vehicle. In order to do this, we needed to simplify this system down into a workable, single
degree of freedom model. In this model, you have one equivalent mass from the cantilever beam
and the “tip” of end mass, a particular stiffness generated from the cross section and material
properties of the beam, and an unknown damping due to conservative force and the free vibration
of the beam. Using these parameters, we were able to generate several bode plots in order to
determine the resonance frequency of our different design considerations. These can be found in
Appendix E. The two main design changes that can noticeably alter our resonance frequency are
the cross section of our cantilever beam and the distance of which the tip mass is away from the
hitch receiver. The final choice in our cantilevers geometry ended up having a wall thickness of
0.25” and placing the center of mass 2 feet away from the hitch receiver. This decision was
constrained by the driving conditions that the barbecue would be subjected to and by how close
we could place the barbecue head to the back of the vehicle without it interfering with rear
vehicle accessability.
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Cyclic Loading on Hitch Mounted Design

Accounting for cyclic loading in the hitch mounted design will allow us to account for
the fatigue these components will endure over their intended life cycle usage. This analysis
requires you to define a residual stress that your system will encounter if loaded repeated in a
sinusoidal fashion. For our system, this stress was defined at 2 ksi. This 2 ksi is our estimate for
the stress that will occur when the barbecue head accelerates up and down due to the road
conditions. The fatigue of a part incurs not only due to the loading of the component in
consideration, in this case the cantilevered member, it can also occur from certain abrasions,
forging techniques, and other compositional considerations. Our preliminary cyclic loading
condition predicts that the cycles to fatigue for our designated material, 304 Stainless Steel is
around 150,000 cycles for a residual stress of 2 ksi. The same analysis done on our prototype
material, 4130 Chromyl, reveals that its cyclic loading capacity is around 300,000 cycles. The
point to notice with both of these materials is that 4130 is an order of magnitude greater in its
cyclic loading capacity than stainless steel of the same cross section.
4.1.3 Manufacturing:
A significant portion of this design is all straight square tubing, which made assembly of
this structure relatively easy. We needed to cut the tubes to length and drill mounting holes for
the latch, hitch, and hitch receiver pin and we were able to start welding the structure together.
The hydraulic housing proved to be the most difficult of all of the structures because we were
making it entirely from sheet metal plating. Making sure that the plating was all perpendicular to
each other required that we grind down all of the edges so they were flat.
A requirement of our hydraulic housing that became apparent after we designed for this
structure was the ability to constrain its movement while the barbecue was being transported on
the back of a vehicle. We added a permanent key to the back plating of our design to ensure that
the barbecue did not rotate while being transported. Also, since the slide on attachment and hitch
mounted design are two free mounting parts, we needed a way to constrain how far the hydraulic
unit could travel upwards. A bolt can be threaded into the edge of the slide on mechanism to
prevent the slide on mechanism from being raised too high or from ejecting the barbecue during
travel.

Figure 25: Assembly of the hitch mounted design with and without the bottle jack
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4.1.4 Sub System Testing
Testing the hitch mounted design was an important part of ensuring the safety of our
product during transportation and from unknown static loading conditions. This sub system was
subjected to the following tests: Static Loading, Shear Loading, and the Driving Test. Each of
these tests helped determine if we need to adjust strength criteria in our design.

Static Loading
The prototype was loaded with weight that simulates the weight of the barbecue head.
The hitch mounted design was constructed and set up as it would be if the barbecue was to be
placed on it. We placed bags of concrete on top to simulate the load. The goal of this test was to
make sure our design does not deflect an unacceptable amount.
Equipment needed:
1 x hitch mounted design prototype
2 x 100lb bags of concrete

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Procedure:
Set up the curve stand design on a level surface.
Add the first of the 100lb bags of concrete to make sure the curve stand design does not collapse
or experience any other types of failures in the welds or bolts. Wait a minimum of 10 minutes
before proceeding on to step 3.
Add the second of the 100lb bags to simulate additional weight from a person leaning on it.
Again check for any signs of failures.
Leave the 200lb load on the curve stand design for 24 hours. Make sure curve stand design is in a
place where it will not be disturbed and in the case of failure, will not cause an unsafe hazard.
Set up the hitch mounted design prototype on a hitch receiver that is attached to a car. Repeat
steps 2 through 4 for this model.

Shear Loading
This test was to confirm calculations regarding bolt sizing. To do this a 5/8 inch grade 8
bolt was placed in a position of double shear simulating what it will see when holding the hinge
together. The moment arm was extended to 20 inches which will represent the distance of the
swing arm on the hitch mounted design when fully extended. Increasing amount of weight was
placed on the moment arm and the deflection was measured.
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Equipment needed:
1 x vehicle with hitch receiver
1 x hitch mounted design prototype
200 lbs of weight
1 x tape measure
1 x 5/8” grade 8 bolt

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Procedure:
Set up the hitch mounted design prototype with a 5/8” grade 8 bolt in the hinge onto the hitch
receiver of your vehicle
Fully open the hinged design to create the maximum moment arm on the hinge.
Measure the height of the bottom of the beam at the very end when fully opened.
Add weight to the intermediate frame in increments of 50lbs and take the height of the bottom of
the beam after each increment.
Load up to 500 lbs of weight on the intermediate frame and take the height of the beam.
The deflection should be the difference between the original height of the beam without any
weight added and the height of the beam after each incremental increase in weight.
Plot the results in excel and compare to values predicted from beam theory.
When the weight is removed and the hinge disassembled, there should be no permanent
deflection in the bolt.

Driving Test
The goal of this experiment is to find out what type of jolts was incurred for certain
situations. A vehicle was driven in a parking lot or other closed off road. Attached to the vehicle
was a hitch that is extended to 24 inches behind the back of the vehicle. Attached to the end of
this cantilevered beam was another beam in a vertical position with a replica of the intermediate
frame on the top. Together, all these components would simulate what the actual hitch mounted
design will look like and will have similar dimensions and properties. The assembly was driven
around under different conditions and the response of the assembly was monitored using
accelerometers.
Equipment needed:
1 x vehicle with hitch receiver
1 x hitch mounted design prototype
1 x 100lb bag of concrete
2 x accelerometers
1 x DAQ
Procedure:
1. The first step will be to calibrate the accelerometers. This can be done in the vibrations lab using
the shake table at a known frequency.
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2. The test will be performed at different locations. It will be up to the user to decide what order to
perform these tests in. The locations conditions will be the following:
a. Driving on a smooth road
b. Parking lot with obstacles (speed bumps)
c. Driving around curves
d. Driving on a dirt road with pot holes and an uneven surface
3. Once you have arrived at the location, set up the hitch mounted design prototype by attaching it
to the hitch receiver of your car.
4. Attach the two accelerometers to the hitch mounted design prototype and hook them up to the
DAQ.
a. Attach one to the end of the horizontal cantilever beam.
b. Attach the other one to the end of the vertical beam where the intermediate frame is.
5. For the first trial run at each location drive without any additional weight on the intermediate
frame. The following steps can be made in any order depending on what location/conditions
were chosen first.
6. For the smooth road test: start by accelerating from rest to 40 mph attempting to mimic driving
habits if accelerating from a stop light or stop sign. Repeat this 5 times to get a baseline
acceleration.
a. Once that has been done, mimic rapid accelerations/decelerations by accelerating faster than
normal and “pumping” on the brakes. Perform this step 5 times as well.
b. Repeat this with the 100lb bag of concrete attached to the intermediate frame to simulate the
weight of the barbecue head.
7. For the parking lot test: This test is going to be to measure the response of going over speed
bumps so make sure the parking lot you choose has speed bumps in it.
a. Drive over speed bumps a total of 10 times. 5 without additional weight and 5 times with the
100lb bag of concrete on the intermediate frame.
8. For the curve test: This test will be to see what the response is like when there is centripetal
acceleration involved.
a. This location needs to be either a large parking lot or closed off road.
b. Go around a curve at speeds of 20 mph and 40 mph. Each of these speeds will be performed 10
times, 5 without weight and 5 with weight.
9. For the dirt road test: This test should simulate a combination of the speed bump test and the
curved road test and should show the worst case scenario of taking the barbecue camping or to
an event that requires slight off-roading.
a. Again, the test will be performed 10 times with 5 trials using no weight and 5 trials using weight.
b. A 100 yard stretch of dirt road should be traversed each trial at speeds of roughly 10-20 mph.
4.1.5 Cost of Hitch Mounted Design
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Table 10: Material cost (actual and prototype prediction) and estimated labor cost
HITCH
ITEM
STOCK #/PRODUCT #
Hinge Bolt
91257A816
Hinge Bolt Nut
97135A270
Steel Square Tube
T122250
Steel Tube
T14218
Steel Tube
T14214GA
Steel Square Tube
T12216
Plastic handle release pin
92490A651
Work-Rated Latch
4567A12
Rubber Square Bar
1520T22
Hydraulic Bottle Jack
8803T51
Sheet Steel
S114
Sheet Steel
P114
Circular Tube
T2212125
Circular Tube
T21120
Thrust washer
TT1002
Bolt
92620A539
Phillips Machine Screw
90402A527
Socket Head Cap Screw
91251A543

Detail
5/8"-11 Thread, 5-1/2" Long
5/8"-11 Thread Size, 15/16" Wide, 3/4" High
2"X2" 0.25" Thickness 4FT
2"X4" 0.120" Thickness 6FT
2"X4" 0.065" Thickness 2FT
2" 0.065"Thickness 2FT
T-Handle, 1/4" Diameter, 2" Usable Length
Steel, 418lb Load Rating, 1" Latch Distance
Semi-Hollow, 1" Square, 3/8" ID, 6" Length
2 Ton Capacity, 4" Maximum Lift
0.075" Thickness 1FTX2FT
0.25" Thickness A36 1FTX2FT
2.5" OD .120" thickness 2FT
1" OD .120 thickness 2 FT
5/8" ID Self-Lubricating
1/4"-20 Fully Threaded, 5/8" Long
10-24 Thread, 3/8" Length
1/4"-20 Thread, 1-3/8" Length

QUANTITY
1.00
0.25
0.50
0.87
0.46
1.17
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.25
0.29
0.04
2.00
0.16
0.05
0.02

PRICE ($)
$3.53
$4.53
$34.24
$42.72
$12.84
$7.68
$4.82
$12.86
$6.92
$21.44
$13.44
$35.72
$34.04
$12.52
$0.80
$11.85
$8.48
$5.83
SubTotal:

TOTAL ($)
$3.53
$1.13
$17.12
$37.02
$5.89
$8.99
$4.82
$12.86
$6.92
$21.44
$13.44
$8.93
$9.93
$0.52
$1.60
$1.90
$0.42
$0.12
$156.57

Prototype Cost
$1.18
$0.38
$5.71
$12.34
$1.96
$3.00
$1.61
$4.29
$2.31
$7.15
$4.48
$2.98
$3.31
$0.17
$0.53
$0.63
$0.14
$0.04
$52.19

LABOR (U.S.) Processes Hours (hr)
Fabrication/Assem
$
10.00
2
Weld
$
15.00
1
CNC
$
30.00
0.2

Cost:

The table above shows the prototype cost for the Hitch Mounted design. For the material
cost, we gave a quantity for the amount of each material that would be required to make one
Hitch Mounted design without any excess material left over. For example, fasteners and premade subassemblies have a quantity of one, while the sheet metal and tube was fractioned so that
we only bought what was necessary. For the labor costs, we broke it down into two different
categories: U.S. labor cost and foreign labor cost. Bull Outdoor Products was able to provide us
with an estimate for their hourly rate on fabrication and assembly, welding, and any CNC
machining. Using this estimate, plus our knowledge of how long it took us to create our
prototype, we estimated that there would be about 2 hours of fabrication and assembly work,
about 1 hours of welding, and 0.2 hours of CNC that would be required to complete this
prototype.

4.2 Intermediate Frame
4.2.1 Abstract
The intermediate frame was simplified quite a bit from our original concept design. The
design consists of a flat plate on top with bolt holes to attach to the barbecue and a piece of sheet
metal bent at 90 degrees to allow it to slide on to the curve stand design and/or the hitch mounted
design. This design helps to lower the amount of material needed while still accomplishing all
the requirements such as aesthetics, ease of use, and cost.
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Figure 26: Final intermediate frame design

4.2.2 Design Considerations
Bolt Calculations

On the bottom of the Steer model barbecue head, there are six, quarter inch holes for
which to attach the barbecue head to their other stand designs. Since the intermediate frame is
not as sturdy of a structure as the Bull Outdoor Products stands, and will be subjected to the
vehicles dynamic loads, the bolts fastening the intermediate frame to the barbecue head had to be
structurally sound. For more on the shear and normal load capacity of these bolts, please refer to
Appendix E.
Abacus

We implemented Abacus software to determine the thickness of the plate and of the
flanged member that slides on to both the curved stand and hitch mounted designs. Assuming the
flanged member is constrained securely, and the load is from the weight of the barbecue. We
have determined a maximum stress in the plate where the barbecue mounts to be 27 ksi and a
safety factor of 1.46 from our model with 304 grade stainless steel properties. For more detailed
analysis please refer to Appendix E.
4.2.3 Manufacturing
Fabrication of this part requires five pieces of sheet metals, sixteen holes of three
different sizes drilled, and welding to attach our flanged pieces to the bottom of the plate and to
tack on our rollers.
The troubles that we incurred had to do with the drilled hole location relative to the edges
of the pieces of sheet metal we had. On a mill, determining a “start” position with the Digital
Readout Out (DRO) device can allow us to make sure that the hole positions are a specific
distance away from each other. However, we did not have a large enough mill to locate those
holes, so we resorted to punching and hand drilling the holes. The other problem that occurred
was a correct estimate of the ball rollers surface height. There was no manufacture CAD model
of the part so we had to estimate based on the rough dimensions given about the ball rollers. This
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created problems when trying to weld the flanged member to the plated because it created a
rather large gap. These problems caused us to make a second prototype of this intermediate
frame.

Figure 27: Intermediate frame attached to the hitch mounted design

4.2.4 Sub System Testing
The simplicity of the intermediate frame means that we didn’t need to design any tests for
this sub system. We were able to tell if the design works just based off of using it with the other
two sub systems and no further testing was required.
4.2.5 Cost of Intermediate Frame
Table 11: Cost breakdown for Intermediate Frame
FRAME
ITEM
Bolt
Hex Nylock
Spring Loaded Pin (ball)
Sheet Steel
Sheet Steel
Press-Fit Ball Transfer
Steel Clevis Pin

STOCK #/PRODUCT #
Detail
QUANTITY
92620A539
1/4"-20 Fully Threaded, 5/8" Long
0.06
94945A205
1/4"-20 Thread Size, 7/16" Wide, 13/64" High
0.06
90222A679
1/2" Pin Diameter, 2-1/4" Barrel L
2.00
S111
0.120" Thickness 2FTX4FT
0.50
S114
0.075" Thickness 1FTX2FT
0.30
6421K66
General Purpose, 5/8" Steel Ball, 65 lb Capacity
6.00
97245A721
1/2" Diameter, 2-1/2" Long, 2-1/4"
2.00

PRICE ($)
$11.85
$6.70
$16.73
$50.40
$13.44
$9.65
$7.00
SubTotal:

TOTAL ($)
$0.71
$0.40
$33.46
$25.20
$4.03
$57.90
$14.00
$121.71

Prototype Cost
$0.24
$0.13
$11.15
$8.40
$1.34
$19.30
$4.67
$45.24

LABOR (U.S.) Processes Hours (hr)
Fabrication/Assem
$
10.00
0.1
Weld
$
15.00
0.1
CNC
$
30.00
0.2
Cost:

$8.50

The table above shows the prototype cost for the intermediate frame design. For the
material cost, we gave a quantity for the amount of each material that would be required to make
one intermediate frame design without any excess material left over. For example, fasteners and
pre-made subassemblies have a quantity of one, while the sheet metal and plate was fractioned so
that we only bought what was necessary. For the labor costs, we broke it down into two different
categories: U.S. labor cost and foreign labor cost. Bull Outdoor Products was able to provide us
with an estimate for their hourly rate on fabrication and assembly, welding, and any CNC
machining. Using this estimate, plus our knowledge of how long it took us to create our
prototype, we estimated that there would be about 0.1 hours of fabrication and assembly work
,about 0.1 hours of welding, and 0.2 hours of CNC that would be required to complete this
prototype.
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4.3 Curve Stand Design
4.3.1 Abstract
The design of the stand in the last report was still missing one key feature that was a
requirement from the sponsors – it needed to be collapsible. The design we came up with
accomplishes this last requirement while still keeping similar aesthetics to what was originally
desired by our sponsors. Its simplicity means we will still accomplish a set up time of under five
minutes. The two cross member supports that can be seen below in Figure 26 can be removed
which allows for the entire structure to be quickly taken apart and arranged for easier
transportation. The bottom plate that the propane tank sits on is also removable and is there
specifically to hold up the tank, it is not an important part in keeping the structure stable.

Figure 28: Final stand design with removable supports

Figure 29: Demonstrating the collapsibility of the stand design
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4.3.2 Design Considerations
Geometry

Since the curved stand design does not have any height adjustment capabilities, the cshaped members had to be created so that the barbecue surface was 38 inches off of the ground,
as per our specification. We did not want to alter this height any higher than what we needed to
because we also had the concern that most of the structure’s mass is 22 inches off the ground (the
barbecue weights almost three times as much as the cart). This prompted us to look at the width
of the base for tipping concerns. The tipping considerations can be found in the Sub-System
Testing section for the curve stand design.

Figure 30: Height requirements for stand design

Abacus

For the curved stand design, we implemented Abacus to analyze the area of greatest
concern, which for this design is the curved area of the stand. Assuming the caster wheels act as
a pin connection on the ground, and the load is from the weight of the barbecue. We have
determined that the maximum stress on the curved section of the c-shaped member to be around
15 ksi with safety a factor of 2.6. For more detail please refer to Appendix E.
Tipping with the Curve Stand Design

When the final product from this project is in use, it will have a combined weight of
nearly 200lbs. Since roughly 100lbs of that weight is in the BBQ head alone and elevated,
tipping is a concern that needs to be accounted for. One of the previous iterations of the curved
stand designs needed to be adjusted because the legs were not wide enough and the center of
gravity was too high up. To change this, the legs were widened and the intermediate frame
adjusted so the barbecue is sitting at about the same height and it would be nearly flush with the
top of the curved stand design. This helped to lower the center of gravity and make it a more
stable structure overall. We have concluded that the barbecue and stand combination can be on a
slope of 26° before tipping over. It would also take a horizontal force of 115lbs to tip it while on
flat ground.
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4.3.3 Manufacturing
The two drawings below denote the only jigging that is required for the entire design. The
c-shaped member acting as the legs for our curved stand design need to have certain tolerances in
regards to angularity and parallel faces that determine the success of this assembly. A visual of
the jig and the structural component in the jig are shown below.
Each leg contains two curved members that need to be bent in a relatively tight, three
inch radius to make the design look how it currently does. We are currently looking to outsource
this to a company that can keep a high level of tolerance while performing these bends. The
alternative to this is to create a die to guide the bend in the tube bender on campus.

Figure 31: JIG for c shaped member

One of our preliminary tests for this design was to actual curve this tube with destroying
the structural integrity of the inner surface. In order to do this, we tried to duplicate a bending
technique called mandrel bending, where you support the inside of the tube with solid, yet
flexible substance so that the interior volume of the square tube is maintained. We chose to use
sand because it was inexpensive and simple process to setup and operate. Our jigging process
and the resulting tube is shown below.
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Figure 32: Curved beam manufacturing process and result

4.4.4 Sub System Testing
The curved stand design was subjected to testing for tipping and static loading. The two
main concerns are that the stand could be tipped over resulting in a large weight falling on
someone or, in the case of static loading, a large deflection resulting in yielding or an uneven
barbecuing surface. The tests for both of these are described in detail below.

Static Loading
The curve stand design prototype was loaded with weight that simulates the weight of the
barbecue head. Instead of placing the barbecue head on the curve stand design we placed bags of
concrete on top to simulate the load. This was the first test performed for each of the prototypes
for safety reasons.
Equipment needed:
1 x curve stand design prototype
2 x 100lb bags of concrete

1.
2.

3.
4.

Procedure:
Set up the curve stand design on a level surface.
Add the first of the 100lb bags of concrete to make sure the curve stand design does not collapse
or experience any other types of failures in the welds or bolts. Wait a minimum of 10 minutes
before proceeding on to step 3.
Add the second of the 100lb bags to simulate additional weight from a person leaning on it.
Again check for any signs of failures.
Leave the 200lb load on the curve stand design for 24 hours. Make sure curve stand design is in a
place where it will not be disturbed and in the case of failure, will not cause an unsafe hazard.
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5. Set up the hitch mounted design on a hitch receiver that is attached to a car. Repeat steps 2
through 4 for this model.

Tipping
This test was to confirm the results obtained from the tipping calculations. The two
scenarios encountered in the calculations involved tipping on an incline and the tipping force
required from a push. To test the incline tipping condition, the stand was taken on increasingly
steep slopes using an adjustable ramp. To confirm calculations regarding required force to tip it
over, a force was applied to the side of the barbecue while the brakes are on.
Equipment needed:
1 x curve stand design model
1 x force plate (online for around $200 if none on campus available)
1 x DAQ (8-channel DAQ available online for $129 if one can’t be borrowed from vibes lab)
1 x ramp
1 x 100lb bag of concrete
Procedure:
1. There will be two different tests performed to determine tipping parameters. One will be on a flat
surface with an applied force and on an increasingly steep surface without an applied force. It
does not matter which one is performed first.
2. For the incline test: an adjustable ramp will be used to simulate different slopes and determine
the angle that the curve stand design will tip. First set the ramp to an incline of 5 degrees.
3. Add the 100lb bag of concrete to the top of the curve stand design to simulate the barbecue head.
4. Roll the curve stand design onto the ramp and apply the brakes. Position the curve stand design
in both the forward position and sideways position and observe if the curve stand design tips in
either of those positions.
5. Repeat the above procedure at increments of 5 degrees until tipping occurs. This should be at
around 26 degrees.
6. For the applied force test: a force will be applied to the side of the barbecue head the height of
the handles until tipping occurs. The curve stand design will be on a flat surface with the brakes
applied.
7. Set the curve stand design up on a flat surface and add the 100lb bag of concrete to the top of it.
Place the force plate on the side of the intermediate frame and hook it up to the DAQ.
8. Apply a force to the side of the intermediate frame until tipping occurs. The maximum force that
is obtained by the DAQ should be the force required for tipping.
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4.4.5 Cost of Curve Stand Design
Table 12: Cost breakdown for Curve Stand design
CART
ITEM
Steel Square Tube
Steel Square Tube
Caster Wheel w/break
Caster Wheel
Quick-Release Button
Sheet Steel

STOCK #/PRODUCT # Detail
QUANTITY
T12216
2" 0.065"Thickness 4FT
3.15
T113414
1.75" 0.065" Thickness 2FT
1.70
1UHR2
Swivel Plate Cstr w/Brke, 100 lb, 2 In Dia
2.00
1UKT9
Swivel Plate Caster, 100 lb, 2 In Dia
2.00
94282A170
1 Button Straight Leg, .68"-1.37" Round Tube ID
1.00
S116
0.06"t 1'X2' Hot Rolled
0.20

PRICE ($)
$15.36
$8.46
$8.08
$5.60
$7.35
$11.74
SubTotal:

TOTAL ($) Material Prototype Cost LABOR (U.S.) Processes Hours (hr)
$48.38
$16.13
Fabrication/Assem
$14.38
$4.79
$
10.00
0.5
$16.16
$5.39
Weld
$11.20
$3.73
$
15.00
0.2
$7.35
$2.45
CNC
$2.35
$0.78
$
30.00
0
$99.82
$33.27
Cost:
$8.00

The table above shows the prototype cost for the curved stand design. For the material
cost, we gave a quantity for the amount of each material that would be required to make one
curved stand design without any excess material left over. For example, fasteners and pre-made
subassemblies have a quantity of one, while the sheet metal and tubing was fractioned so that we
only bought what was necessary. For the labor costs, we broke it down into two different
categories: U.S. labor cost and foreign labor cost. Bull Outdoor Products was able to provide us
with an estimate for their hourly rate on fabrication and assembly, welding, and any CNC
machining. Using this estimate, plus our knowledge of how long it took us to create our
prototype, we estimated that there would be about 0.5 hours of fabrication and assembly work ,
about 0.4 hours of welding and 0.1 hours of CNC that would be required to complete this
prototype.
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5 Management Plan
This section details how we are going to accomplish this solution from a management
standpoint. We will show you the progress we have made in organizing our schedule up to the
end of this conceptual design period, how we divided certain tasks between each team member
based on their skill set, and our general tasks we have benchmarked. This section will become
more detailed as we start setting benchmarks for the critical design process we will be
incorporating.

5.1 Gantt Chart
Figure 30 details our design process for the three prototype designs that are required in
order to build this design. Going off from each of the three prototypes are the parts of the design
that we said were critical structural members in the design. Figure 31 is our current
manufacturing plan for how we will systematically go about building these prototypes. It is
broken up so that each of the different types of components are manufactured as a system (ex.
Tubes cut to length and holes drilled in the correct place). When each of the individual parts has
been manufactured, they will be assembled with the rest of the parts that have been ordered.
Simultaneously, along with building the fixtures, we can prepare our test plans which include a
small scale representation of our hitch mounted design system in order to try and find our
damping characteristics and an accelerometer test with the actual hitch mounted design to better
understand our dynamic loading conditions.
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Figure 33: Flowchart for the Design Process
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Figure 34: Flow chart for the Manufacturing Process
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5.2 Tasks
This management plan is detailed for the conceptual phase of our design. The tasks
assigned to each group member are listed below. These assignments are preliminary and may
need adjusting in the future as availabilities change and as individual tasks are assigned in the
design phase.
5.1.1 Kyle VanAllen
Patent Search: Forming a database that contains several different types of Patents for
similar tailgating designs and backyard barbecue curve stand designs. Once we narrow down our
conceptual design, we will compare our individual concept to that of existing patents.
Solid Modeling: Keeping track of all of our solid models we form from
conceptualization and design.
Manufacturing: Detail the manufacturing processes we will go through to make the
components for each design. Will create and layout all drawings need to manufacture, purchase,
and assemble the prototype designs.
5.1.2 David Mei
Cost Breakdown: In charge of managing our budget for the project and for the actual
designs cost. Will be creating a Bill of Materials lists based on Hardware, Stock, and Other
Miscellaneous parts used.
Vehicle Specs: Creating a list of all vehicle standards related to vehicle hitch receivers,
tailgating geometry, and rear axle loads. This will help us build constraints in our hitch geometry
to make sure we are meeting all vehicle codes required.
Abacus/FEA analysis: Each of our structural members were subjected to their own
unique loading condition, sometimes they were straight forward beam bending and some
members were subjected to combined loading situations that we need finite element analysis to
analyze.
5.1.3 Nick Marquez
Communication: Responsible for keeping open communication with our sponsor, Frank
Mello, for any progress reports and questions that we have while conducting the design. He will
also be responsible for contacting any sources of help outside of our sponsor (material
purchasing, machine shop fabrication, etc.). As part of the ongoing responsible party for
communication, Nick will make sure that the team and sponsor are on the same page for our
upcoming meetings in person.
Competition Research: List of all companies that market the same product as Bulls
Outdoor Products. Particular attention will be paid to barbecues that have a tailgating feature to
them.
Testing: Creating the detailed test plans for which we will use to show “proof of
concept” (proof our prototype works) and to test the real life parameters we are constrained to
with our designs.
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5.3 Time Line:
Table 13: List of critical events and corresponding dates

Due Date
24-Oct
5-Dec
6-Feb
6-Feb
6-Mar
29-May
6-Jun
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6 Testing Results
These experiments mentioned in the individual design sections below were for testing the
structural integrity, performance under multiple conditions, and ease of use. The results from
these tests were then compared to our predictions for further confirmation. The intermediate
frame did not have any specific experiments to undergo, instead the functionality of its design
was observed during the experiments for the other components. Some of the procedures were
modified from the original procedures that were planned in the previous report. This is because
the experiments were originally designed before we even had everything built and we did not
know what resources would be at our disposal. So while the exact procedures may differ, the
goal(s) for each experiment were still accomplished.

6.1 Hitch-Mounted Design
The hitch-mounted design was subjected to the following experiments: static loading,
shear loading, and dynamic loading.
6.1.1 Static Loading

Figure 35: Hitch-mounted design under a load of 270lbs.

Figure 35 above shows the basic layout for this test. The hitch-mounted component had
strain gauges attached and was then placed in a hitch receiver before being loaded down with an
increasing amount of weight up to 270 lbs. The strain was then read off and marked down for
later comparison to our predicted models. This comparison is shown below in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Comparison of predicted strain versus actual strain measured

6.1.2 Shear Loading
The purpose of the shear loading experiment was to verify the bolt size chosen. When the
hitch-mounted design is fully opened, the bolt is placed under double shear and needs to hold up
a large load with a moment arm. This test occurred after the static loading test and the main
difference was allowing the hitch to be fully opened. We didn’t originally create models to
represent the strain caused by torsion, but since there were already strain gauges attached, we
recorded these values anyways. The strain values recorded for this condition can be seen below
in Table 14.
Table 14: Strain data for varying loads under torsion
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Strain (µɛ)

0

0

90

32

180

60
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Figure 37: Hitch-mounted design under a shear load of 180 lbs.

With a load of 90lbs there was a strain reading of 32 micro strain. There were also slight
amounts of deflection. At first, it appeared that the deflection was coming from play in the bolt
and we thought tightening the bolt would help eliminate this deflection, however, once we tried
tightening the bolt further, we found that we could not open or rotate the design. Under further
inspection it appears as though the deflection this design experiences is from imperfections in the
manufacturing that are compounding on each other. These imperfections were not accounted for
in the design and we think that if everything was manufactured by professionals in a machine
shop then much of the deflection could be avoided. A thrust bearing would also allow us to full
tighten the bolt while still being able to swivel the design.
6.1.3 Dynamic Loading
The driving test was performed last and was to confirm that there would not be excessive
play, deflections, or failures, of any of the parts under realistic driving conditions. Originally this
test was planned to have a DAQ and accelerometers to measure and record the jolts and
accelerations experienced. A DAQ with a high enough recording frequency was not available for
us to use. Instead, the static loading test had the weight increased (representing an acceleration of
3 G’s) and this driving test is used as a double confirmation. The hitch-mounted design was
installed on the back of a truck and was loaded with a 90lb bag of concrete representing the 94lb
grill head. The truck was then driven under a variety of conditions including sudden
accelerations, breaking, swerving, off-roading, speed bumps, and tight turning. There was little
to no noticeable deflection in the majority of the design. There was some play in the intermediate
frame because of clearances between the intermediate frame and the attachment point to the
hydraulic jack.
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Figure 38: Setup for the driving test.

Figure 39: Side view of the attachment to the truck.

6.2 Curved Stand Design
The curved stand design was subjected to experiments testing the static loading
capabilities and the angle of tip.
6.2.1 Static Loading
The curved stand design was assembled and then loaded with weights up to 180lbs. There
were numerous trials of this test with different amounts of weight while stationary and while
rolling. There was no deflection under any of the loads experienced. This test did reveal to us
that larger wheels would be beneficial for going over cracks, door frames, etc. The weights were
also left on the stand for more than 24 hours at a time with no deflections. Pictured below is the
cart weighed down with roughly 200lbs while being pushed.
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Figure 40: curved stand being rolled with roughly 200lbs of weight.

6.2.2 Tipping Test
There are two different certifications for grill stands regarding tipping. They say that the
angle of tipping needs to be at least 10° and 15°, respectively. The method we used to determine
if this stand met those requirements was to lock the front wheels then push the frame until it was
tipping over. We made marks on the ground both at the beginning point and at the tipping point
using a plumb bob. A right triangle was then made from measuring the distance from the two
marks on the ground and the known height from which the plumb bob was being hung. The
results of this test show that tipping will occur between 14° and 15°.

Figure 41: A simple schematic showing the direction and method that the stand was tipped.

7 Conclusion
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We feel confident that the three designs we have presented in this report will perform to
the customer specifications we have classified as well as the loading conditions we have sized
them to. The testing phase of this project will most likely reveal some unforeseen challenges that
will need to be addressed and corrected.

7.1 Hitch Mounted Design

Figure 42: Steer barbecue loaded onto the final hitch mounted design

Starting with the hitch mounted design; there were two main concerns to be addressed.
The first being the latch method to hold the hitch secure when the barbecue is being transported
on the road. The latch proves very strong when held up against a parallel surface, but since the
latch is mounted on by two skinny tabs, it doesn’t hold up well when the surfaces are not exactly
parallel. This might be able to be fixed mounting the tab on a vertical surface of the design
instead of a horizontal surface.
Another design problem that we were eager to test for is the dynamic forces caused by
the movement of the vehicle during transportation of the barbecue head. In our design
calculations, we gave a design load which was three times the weight of the barbecue head
(300lbf) in order to account for any excess of weight being applied to the top of the barbecue
surface or any jolting of the barbecue head. Through our driving testing plan, we were able to
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determine that dynamic forces and sudden jolts should not be a problem. Sustained long term
driving was not tested however, and that should be a part of the testing plan for the final product
before being sent to market.
There were difficulties with the attachment of the hydraulic bottle jack, a device that was
never meant to be modified and fastened to anything. Finding a nominal size tube to fit
concentrically around the top of the bottle jack and asking the bottle jack to be subjected to
constant dynamic and static loading while the barbecue would be transported proved to be a
challenge to our prototype build. To make it to market, this lift system would have to be
modified to be receptive to dynamic loadings and to be made to be fastened or attached to our
design without tedious modifications.
Besides the hydraulic jack, a further testing need to be performed on the entire hitch
mounted design. Having the grill on the hitch mounted design while driving still contains many
unknown factors that may cause significant failures to the structure. Thus, the users, bystanders,
and properties might be endangered if the hitch mounted design falls apart. As a result of the
possible consequences, more extensive testing should be performed to improve the design either
in structural integrities or market components.
The hinge for the hitch mounted design was another point in the redesign consideration.
Currently, there are four holes drilled in it that allow for openings in 60° increments, a better
arrangement would be 5 holes that allow for openings in 45° increments. This would allow the
user to open and lock the grill at a 90° position, which proved to be the most desirable when
actually grilling.

7.2 Intermediate Frame
Other than the hitch mounted design, the intermediate frame might benefit from a
structural reinforcement. After mounting the grill on the cart stand design, we noticed an elastic
deflection on our support plate which was bolted directly to the grill. The deflection creates an
issue for transferring the grill on and off from both design because the geometry constraint was
changed. For static loading, this might not be an issue on stress. However, dynamic loading is a
problem for the hitch mounted design, since the plate is going to flex up and down creating
compression and tension which can decrease the life of the plate. To eliminate this problem, we
suggest adding two ribs on each side of the intermediate frame.
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7.3 Curve Stand Design

Figure 43: Steer barbecue mounted on the curve stand design.

The manufacturing of the c-shaped members may be a difficult process due to the need
for parallel surfaces and the specification for a small radius. A solution to the bent tube dilemma
may be to increase the radius of the bend to reduce the risk of deformation.
The curve stand design was successful in its attempt to make a collapsible stand design,
case in point, it only comes in four pieces, weighs only 25 lbf, and has a design load of 300 lbf
with 304 Stainless Steel. Some of the problems that occurred had to do with the construction of
curved square tubing and with getting the distance of the cross members relatively correct. The
curved beam was a challenge because we had to make the necessary dyes and jigs in order to
even get the correct shape. With the correct equipment to create this shape and maybe even
increasing the radius slightly, we believe that this curve can be manufactured. The other
difficultly arose with the assembly of the cross beam supports with our jigging system.

Some smaller features of this project also need to be adjusted. The wheels chosen for the
cart worked fine for a prototype but larger rubber wheels would have made navigating obstacles
such as door jams and large cracks much easier and smoother, thereby enhancing the user’s
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experience. Adding these larger wheels will raise the grill height and depending on the size of
the wheel, some material may need to be taken out of the stand in order to keep the grill height at
a comfortable level for grilling.
Overall, we are all very proud of the design that we ended up with and the functional
prototype that was built. It received quite a bit of praise from people at the Senior Project Expo
and generated a lot of interest. From all of us involved in this project we want to say thank you
for all of your support along the way and for giving us the creative freedom to run with this idea.

Figure 44: Straight Grillin' It team members with the final prototype. From left to right: David Mei, Kyle VanAllen, and Nick
Marquez
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Appendix A: Quality Function Deployment & Compliance Matrix:
Table 15: Quality Function Deployment
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Appendix B: Drawings
This Appendix contains all the detailed part and assembly drawings for the three designs.
There are five custom parts for the hitch prototype and there are three custom parts for the curve
stand design and the intermediate frame.
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Appendix C: Vendors, Contact info, Pricing
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Table 16: Contact information for our vendors

SUPPLIER
METAL DEPOT
MCMASTERCARR
GRAINGER
CADENCE SUPPLY

CONTACT INFO
Phone Number
1-800-GRAINGER
la.sales@mcmaster.com 562-692-5911
sales@Speedymetals.com 888-577-3890
info@cadencesupply.com 708-331-4496
E-mail

Appendix D: Budget, Supplier and Component Detail
After comparing to multiple suppliers (Aircraft Spruce, McMaster Carr, Speedy Metal,
Home Depot, Metal Depot, and Grainger), it is concluded that the pricing at Metal Depot is the
most reasonable for the all the tubing and sheet metal. As for majority of standard parts, we will
be using McMaster Carr, because it gives a complete list of components that we need. As for
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shipping, Metal Depot, Grainger and McMaster Carr all use UPS ground for reliable shipping in
a week period. The following table below contains the components, pricings, quantities and
supplier.
Table 17: Budget Estimate for Curve Stand, Intermediate Frame and Hitch Mounted design
CART
ITEM
Steel Square Tube
Steel Square Tube
bolt for Caster Wheel
Caster Wheel w/break
Caster Wheel
Quick-Release Button
Sheet Steel
Sheet Steel

FRAME
ITEM
Bolt
Nut
Spring Loaded Pin
Sheet Steel
Sheet Steel
Ball Roller
Locking Pin

HITCH
ITEM
Hinge Bolt
Steel Square Tube
Steel Tube
Plastic handle release pin
Work-Rated Latch
Hollow Square Bar
Hydraulic Unit
Sheet Steel
Circular Tube
Circular Tube
Flanged Bearing
Thrust washer
Weld
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Detail
2" 0.65"Thickness 4FT
1.75" 0.65" Thickness 2FT
.25" dia box of 100
2" dia Caster
2" dia Caster
1 Button Dog Leg, .45"-.8" Round Tube ID
0.06"t 1'X2' Hot Rolled
0.036 thick 4"X4"

QUANTITY INDIVIDUAL PRICE ($) TOTAL SUPPLIER
4
15.36 61.44 METAL DEPOT
2
8.46 16.92 METAL DEPOT
1
12.3
12.3 MCMASTERCARR
2
8.08 16.16 GRAINGER
2
5.6
11.2 GRAINGER
1
5.1
5.1 MCMASTERCARR
1
11.74 11.74 METAL DEPOT
1
36
36 METAL DEPOT
170.86

Detail
QUANTITY INDIVIDUAL PRICE ($) TOTAL SUPPLIER
1/4"-20 Fully Threaded, 1/2" Long
1
11.85 11.85 MCMASTERCARR
1/4"-20 Thread Size, 7/16" Wide, 13/64" High
1
6.7
6.7 MCMASTERCARR
1/2" Lockable Length 9/16"
2
16.73 33.46 MCMASTERCARR
0.120" Thickness 2"X4" A36
1
50.4
50.4 METAL DEPOT
0.075" Thickness 12"X24"
1
13.44 13.44 METAL DEPOT
65 lbf cap
6
9.65
57.9 MCMASTERCARR
1/2" dia 2" Length
2
6.08 12.16 MCMASTERCARR
185.91

Detail
5/8"-11 Thread, 5-1/2" Long
2" 0.25" Thickness 4FT
2"X4" 0.120" Thickness 6FT
Release Pin
Gasket-Sealing
Hollow, 1" Square, 3/8" ID, 6" Length
2 Ton Capacity, 4" Maximum Lift
0.075" Thickness 12"X24"
2.5" OD .120" thickness 1FT
1" OD .120 thickness 2 FT
5/8" ID 458 lbf Dynamic Load
5/8" ID Self-Lubricating
Distance

QUANTITY INDIVIDUAL PRICE ($) TOTAL SUPPLIER
1
3.53
3.53 MCMASTERCARR
1
20.24 20.24 METAL DEPOT
1
42.72 42.72 METAL DEPOT
1
4.82
4.82 MCMASTERCARR
1
12.82 12.82 MCMASTERCARR
1
4.53
4.53 MCMASTERCARR
1
21.44 21.44 MCMASTERCARR
2
13.44 26.88 METAL DEPOT
1
17.02 17.02 METAL DEPOT
1
12.52 12.52 METAL DEPOT
2
10.51 21.02 MCMASTERCARR
2
0.8
1.6
1
10
10
199.14
555.91
Shipping
300
Total
855.91
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Appendix E: Calculations, code, and design considerations
Bending Calculation: Defining Equations
The equations listed below are used in the beam deflection analysis discussed earlier in
the report. We want to approximate the deflection and stress that we might see in the structural
tubing. This will give us an insight as to how robust we have to make our design.
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Abacus Beam Analysis
Table 18: Beam Stress and Deflection Table (Length (inches) X Height (inches) (Pressure Load at the end of beam))

2x2 Static Load
Deflection (in)
Stress (ksi)
Hand Calculation .25in Thickness
-0.0537
4.939
Model Validation .25in Thickness
-0.05538
4.408
3D Model 30X2.001 Validation .25in Thickness
-0.05047
4.916
3D Model 36x20 (150LB) .25in Thickness
-0.08784
5.907
3D Model 36x20 (300LB) .25in Thickness
-0.1757
11.81
3D Model 50x20 (150LB) .25in Thickness
-0.2375
8.251
3D Model 50x20 (300LB) .25in Thickness
-0.4753
16.5
3D Model 60x20 (150LB) .25in Thickness
-0.4125
9.902
3D Model 60x20 (300LB) .25in Thickness
-0.825
19.8
3D Model 36x20 (150LB) .188in Thickness
-0.1063
7.15
3D Model 36x20 (300LB) .188in Thickness
-0.2126
14.3
3D Model 50x20 (150LB) .188in Thickness
-0.285
10.01
3D Model 50x20 (300LB) .188in Thickness
-0.575
20.02
3D Model 60x20 (150LB) .188in Thickness
-0.499
11.98
3D Model 60x20 (300LB) .188in Thickness
-0.998
23.96
3D Model 36x20 (150LB) .120in Thickness
-0.1503
10.01
3D Model 36x20 (300LB) .120in Thickness
-0.3006
20.03
3D Model 50x20 (150LB) .120in Thickness
-0.4062
14.01
3D Model 50x20 (300LB) .120in Thickness
-0.8125
28.03
3D Model 60x20 (150LB) .120in Thickness
-0.705
16.77
3D Model 60x20 (300LB) .120in Thickness
-1.41
33.55
3D Model 36x20 (150LB) .083in Thickness
-0.1914
14.19
3D Model 36x20 (300LB) .083in Thickness
-0.3868
27.64
3D Model 50x20 (150LB) .083in Thickness
-0.554
20.78
3D Model 50x20 (300LB) .083in Thickness
-1.111
41.57
3D Model 36x20 (150LB) .065 in Thickness
-0.2555
19.08
3D Model 36x20 (300LB) .065 in Thickness
-0.5109
38.15
3D Model 50x20 (150LB) .065 in Thickness
-0.6903
26.56
3D Model 50x20 (300LB) .065 in Thickness
-1.381
53.11
3D Model 60x20 (150LB) .065 in Thickness
-1.198
32.04
3D Model 60x20 (300LB) .065 in Thickness
-2.395
64.08
Noticeable Deflect (inch) 0.2% YS Type 304 (ksi)
Deign Requirement
< -0.5
40
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Figure 45: 2D Validation Model
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Figure 46: 3D Validation Model
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Figure 47: 3D Model 36x20 (300LB) .188in Thickness
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Cyclic Loading
Below are the Matlab Codes which plot the two different life cycles for our two different
materials of choice; 304 Stainless Steel and 4130 Steel.
%%Endurance Limit/Cyclic Loading%%
clc;
clear;
%%Properties of 4130/304 SS
%304 SS Yield Strength (ksi)
Sy304 = 40;
%304SS Ultimate Strength (ksi)
Sut304 = 73.2;
%4130 Yield Strength (ksi)
Sy4130 = 63.1;
%4130 Ultimate Strength (ksi)
Sut4130 = 81.2;

%% Marin's Equation(Se)
% Rotary Beam Test Specimen (S'e) (ksi)
%S_e = 0.5 * Sut4130;
%S_e = 0.5 * Sut304;
%S_e = 45; %4130 max
%S_e = 40; %4130 min
%S_e = 37.7; %304 max
%S_e = 24.4; %304 min
%Surface Condition Factor (ka) (Table 6-2)
a = 1;
b = -0.265;
Sut = 2.7; %ksi
ka = a * Sut ^ b;
%Size Modification Factor (kb)
d = 2; %inches
kb = 0.91 * d ^ -0.157;
%Load Modification Factor (kc)
kc = 1; %For a Bending Case
%Temperature Modification Factor (kd)
kd = 1; %Assume Temp change relatively small compared to room temp
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%Reliability Factor (ke) (Table 6-5)
ke = 0.868;
%Miscellaneous Factor (kf)
kf = 1; %Assumed for now
%ENDURANCE LIMIT AT CRITICAL LOCATION
Se = S_e * ka * kb * kc * kd * ke * kf
%% CYCLIC LOADING ANALYSIS
t=0
i=1
sigma_max = [20];
sigma_min = [20];
sigma_rev1 = [20];
sigma_rev2 = [20];
while i <= 50

%%%%%CHANGE THESE STRESSES%%%%%
%Max Stress (?max)
sigma_max(i) = 1 + t(i); %ksi
%Min Stress (?min)
sigma_min(i) = 1 ; %ksi

%Midrange Stress (?m)
sigma_m = (sigma_max - sigma_min)/2; %ksi
%Amplitude Stress (?a)
sigma_a = (sigma_max + sigma_min)/2; %ksi
%Factor of Endurance Limit
f = 0.895;
%COMPONENT FOR CYCLIC LOADING
a1 = ((f*Sut304)^2)/Se;
b1 = -(1/3)*log((f*Sut304)/Se);
%Modified Goodman Approximation
sigma_rev1(i) = sigma_a/(1 - (sigma_m/Sut304)); %ksi
N1(i) = (sigma_rev1(i)/a1).^(1/b1)
%Gerber Approximation
sigma_rev2(i) = sigma_a/(1 - (sigma_m/Sut304).^2); %ksi
N2(i) = (sigma_rev2(i)/a1).^(1/b1)
t(i+1) = t(i) + 1; %ksi
i = i + 1;
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%Plot out stresses on graph
plot( N1, sigma_rev1, N2, sigma_rev2)
xlabel('Number of Cycles (cycles)');
ylabel('Stress Max/Min (ksi)');
legend('Mod-Goodman', 'Gerber');
title('Cyclic Loading/Cantilever Beam');
end

Figure 48: 304 Stainless Steel Cyclic Loading
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Figure 49: 4130 Steel Cyclic Loading
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Vibrational Analysis
The following code details the three bode plot comparisons we ran and what specific
parameter we changed in each plot. The parameters changed are noted in the figures below.
%% Bode Plot Compiling Program%%%
clc;
clear;
%% Different Cantilever Tube Thicknesses
%75.1430
%0.062
%sysone = tf(1, [81.1616 0 95915]);
sysone = tf(1, [74.1 0 339502.5])
%0.120
%systwo = tf(1, [81.6196 0 169985]);
systwo = tf(1, [74.4 0 601681])
%0.180
%systhree = tf(1, [82.0623 0 232650]);
systhree = tf(1, [74.7 0 823492])
%0.250
%sysfour = tf(1, [82.5396 0 290281]);
sysfour = tf(1, [75 0 1027481])
bode(sysone, systwo, systhree, sysfour);
%% Change in Length (w/thickness of 0.120")
%1 foot
%sysfive = tf(1, [ 0 ]);
sysfive = tf(1, [74.1 0 4589603])
%1.5 feet
syssix = tf(1, [74.25 0 1359822])
%2 feet
%sysseven = tf(1, [ 0 ]);
sysseven = tf(1, [74.4 0 573700])
%2.5 feet
syseight = tf(1, [74.6 0 293734])
%3 feet
%sysnine = tf(1, [ 0 ]);
sysnine = tf(1, [74.73 0 169985])
bode(sysfive, syssix, sysseven, syseight, sysnine);
%% Three MAIN Design considerations
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%W/o Hydraulic unit
systen = tf(1, [74.4 0 573700])
%With Hydraulic unit 0.12" Wall Thickness
syseleven = tf(1, [88.33 0 573700])
%With Hydraulic Unit 0.25" Wall Thickness
systwelve = tf(1, [88.33 0 979699])
bode(systen, syseleven, systwelve);

Figure 50: Tube thicknesses change left to right (0.062”, 0.120”, 0.180”, and 0.25”)
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Figure 51: Cantilever distance change right to left (1’, 1.5’, 2’, 2.5’ and 3’)
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Figure 52: 0.120” wall thick without Hydraulic unit, 0.120” wall thick with Hydraulic unit, 0.25” wall thick with
Hydraulic unit (From left to right on the plot)
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Abacus Structural Analysis
All the Abacus analyses below are constrained as close as to their real counterpart on the
design, and a pressure load of 300 lbf or a share load of 300 lbf forces is applied to the critical
points. This design load was chosen because we want to get a factor of safety more than two for
all the modeled structure. Each modeled structure has a predetermined thickness to put into
Abacus, and the stresses we find will give us a good estimate for our designs. Comparing the
stress we find with the material’s yield stress of 40 ksi for the 304 Stainless Steel, we can
determine that material’s thickness has adequate integrity for the design. For the color coded
model, we can see the stress concentrated point differ in blue, yellow and red. Red indicates a
high stress concentration, which is the area that we are mainly concern with.
Intermediate Frame

Figure 53: One Loading Condition for the Intermediate Frame Pressure Load on Top surface and Bottom Flange
Constrained
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Figure 54: Intermediate Frame with a 2.3kis Max load 17.4 Safety Factor

Figure 55: Extreme Loading on Each Corner for Intermediate Frame 27.4kis 1.46 Safety Factor
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Hitch Abacus Model

Figure 56: Hitch Slide with Hydraulic Extension with a 300 lbf Pressure load over the top surface
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Figure 57: Top Slide loaded with a 300 lbf pressure over the top surface 2.7ksi Max Stress
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Figure 58: Secondary Hitch with a 300 lbf Pressure Loading Condition

Figure 59: Result from Pressure Loading for the Secondary Hitch 25 ksi max
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Figure 60: Side Load to Simulate Acceleration and Deceleration

Figure 61: Side Load Result on Secondary Hitch 21ksi Max
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Figure 62: Hitch extended all way to see the max torsion: obtained 60 PSI

Curve Stand design Abacus Analysis

Figure 63: End load to simulate initial loading condition for stand structure
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Figure 64: Stand stress obtained to be 15ksi max
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Cross Member Support
The following calculation helps us to determine the reaction force on the cross members
in our curve stand design, as the cross members are going to be attached with the pin joint
configuration. The analysis is assumed those joints act as pin attachments. Since the geometry of
the curve stand design is symmetrical, so only half of the curve stand design is analyzed with a
75lbf load over the top surface. The reaction found on each member is 24 lbf, as the force is
insignificant, so no further analysis is required for the cross members.
Equations used:
F: Forces
M: Moments

Figure 65: Cross Member in curve stand hand calculations, 24 lbf found
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Fasteners Shear load (mounting BBQ to Intermediate Frame)
The following calculation helps to find the shear stress on a set of bolts caused by the
force during acceleration and deceleration. These 6 bolts are connected the intermediate frame
and barbecue together as one fixture. Therefore, it is important to determine if the chosen
fastener’s grade is adequate for the loading condition that the system will experience. The
calculation indicates a safety factor of 2 for the members with a 900 lbf lateral force.
Equations used:

F: Forces
As: Area under shear

Minimum Proof Strength
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Figure 66: Shear stress hand calculations for acceleration and deceleration
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Fasteners Normal load (mounting BBQ to Intermediate Frame)
The purpose of the next calculation is to find the stress during vibration on the road as the
barbecue oscillates up and down. We determined that the required force to fail the 6 bolts is
20,000 lbf, which is an insignificant amount relative to the shear loading case.
Equations used:

L: Total Length Intersected
Ad: Major-Diameter Area
At: Tensile Stress Area
Ar: Minor-Diameter Area
lt: Threaded Length in the Grip
ld: Length of the Unthreaded Portion
kb: Bolt Stiffness
km: Stiffness in Members
Fi: Preload
nl: Load Factor
Minimum Proof Strength
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Figure 67: Normal force hand calculation to simulate oscillation
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Figure 68: Normal force hand calculation to simulate oscillation (continued)
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Welding
There are several critical stress concentrations on each of the barbecue structures that are
supported merely by welds. Our goals are to determine the appropriate weld bead size so that the
structure would yield around the same time that our welds break.
The table below illustrates the calculation of weld heights. It gives useful properties for
fillet welds of different shapes.
Table 19: Bending properties of Fillet Welds
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The following EES code is used to find the required weld height as a function of
acceleration for the welds that are used to keep the two main beams of the hitch together. The
results below show that the weld height required is not very large. This is because the main
beam was designed to go all the way through the hinge beam, which takes the torsion and
bending off of the welds there. That coupled with the significant length of the weld combines
to give a relatively small weld height.

Figure 69: EES code to solve for the weld height as a function of acceleration

Figure 70: Weld height resulting from weld height calculations

The above procedure was repeated, as can be seen below, for the weld that is
connecting the circular jack receiver to the bottom of the intermediate frame.
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Figure 71: EES code and resulting weld height required versus shear
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The same procedure was followed one more time for the calculation of the weld
height of the protruding tab on the hinge. The code and subsequent graph can be seen below.

Figure 72: EES code and resulting weld height required versus shear for the tab

Tipping Calculations
The tipping calculations were performed to determine the angle that tipping will occur
if placed on an inclined slope with the brakes engaged and also if there was a force placed on
the side of the curve stand design or if that force was on the rear of the curve stand design
near where handles would be placed. The excel sheet can be seen below.
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Figure 73: Excel Spreadsheet for Tipping Calculations
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Figure 74: Hand calculations to verify tipping calculations
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Bolt Calculations
The following calculations show the steps taken to determine the maximum stresses
that the bolt used in the hinge will see. From these calculations a grade 8 bolt was chosen to
ensure a large factor of safety.

Figure 75: Hand calculations to verify stress in bolt
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